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ABSTRACT
This abstract describes the first public demonstration of feedback control and coordination of multiple physical systems over a dynamic multi-hop low-power wireless network with update intervals of tens of milliseconds. Our running system can dynamically change between different sets of application tasks (e.g., sensing, actuation, control) executing on the spatially distributed embedded devices, while closed-loop stability is provably guaranteed even across those so-called mode changes. Moreover, any subset of the devices can move freely, which does not affect closed-loop stability and control performance as long as the wireless network remains connected.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Sensors and actuators; Embedded systems; Real-time system architecture; Dependable and fault-tolerant systems and networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) rely on embedded devices and wireless multi-hop networks to monitor and control physical systems at unprecedented scales, flexibility, and cost efficiency. Realizing this potential for mission- or even safety-critical applications requires that the feedback loops between sensors and actuators be closed quickly; for example, update intervals of tens of milliseconds are required to match the dynamics of mechanical systems (e.g., for robot motion control and drone swarm coordination). Moreover, because feedback control modifies the dynamics of physical systems, closed-loop stability must be guaranteed despite notoriously unreliable wireless communication and dynamic changes in the configuration or behavior of the application. For instance, the application may adapt at runtime to an external event by changing the set of tasks executed by certain devices, which is known as a mode change.

Control over wireless and mode changes have been extensively studied (see [2, 7] for an overview). The typical challenges include limited multi-hop throughput, varying communication delay, unpredictable message loss, and protocol-dependent constraints on what devices can exchange messages with one another. However, most of the existing work lacks a validation on real platforms and networks, and none of the works that have been validated in practice consider fast feedback control over multi-hop networks.

In our ICCPS 2019 paper, [5] we present the end-to-end design, formal analysis, and real-world validation of a wireless CPS that fills this gap. As briefly outlined in Section 2, we have extended the system to support applications that need to dynamically change between well-defined modes while ensuring closed-loop stability. Section 3 describes the setup of our demo, what interested conference attendees can see at our booth, and how they can interact with the running system. Overall, our demo showcases unprecedented functionality that is essential for emerging wireless CPS.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
To serve the needs mentioned above, we adopt a careful co-design approach whose tenet can be summarized as follows: Tackle the challenges through the design of the wireless embedded components (in terms of hardware and software) to the extent possible, and then consider the resulting key properties in the control design.

More concretely, we design a multi-hop low-power wireless protocol based on Glossy [3] that provides many-to-all communication with bounded end-to-end delay and accurate network-wide time synchronization. Using a predictable dual-processor platform based on the Bolt interconnect, [6] this protocol executes on a dedicated communication processor, while all application tasks (sensing, actuation, control) execute on a dedicated application processor. We use the Time-Triggered Wireless (TTW) framework [4] to compute for each mode the corresponding schedule, ensuring that all timing requirements are met at minimum energy cost for wireless communication. The schedules are distributed to the nodes before
the system operation starts. Using a novel mode-change protocol, nodes transition synchronously from one mode to another in a timely and safe manner, either in response to an event from the environment or in response to an event from within the system.

On the control side, the resulting key properties can be tackled by well-known techniques or safely neglected. For example, we use state predictions to cope with communication delays and message loss, and neglect the worst-case jitter of $\pm 50 \mu s$ on update interval and end-to-end delay as it is significantly smaller than those quantities (tens of milliseconds). As a result, our solution is amenable to a formal analysis of all CPS components (wireless embedded, control, and physical systems), which we exploit to guarantee closed-loop stability for physical systems with linear time-invariant (LTI) dynamics in the presence of noise and mode changes.

3 DEMO SETUP AND SCENARIO

Depending on the conditions at the conference venue, we envision a demo setup as illustrated in Figure 1a. Based on a cyber-physical testbed we have built [1] and used for the experiments in [5], our demo setup consists of 20 battery-powered wireless devices forming a three-hop network. The wireless network serves to close the feedback loops between one or multiple controllers and several physical systems. We use inverted pendulums as physical systems, shown in Figure 1b, which have fast dynamics typical of real-world mechanical systems and thus require feedback with update intervals of tens of milliseconds. The state of the pendulums is visualized in realtime via a graphical user interface (GUI), shown in Figure 1c, by interfacing a laptop to one of the wireless nodes. Moreover, webcams provide a livestream of the real, spatially distributed pendulums at our demo booth. The GUI also allows to dynamically request a change between different operating modes of our system.

In summary, interested conference attendees can observe and interact with our running system as follows:

- see stabilization and synchronization tasks over a low-power wireless multi-hop network at short update intervals in action;
- request changes between eight different well-defined modes we support via the GUI to test the runtime adaptability of our system while preserving closed-loop stability;
- carry around the wireless embedded devices to challenge the robustness of our system to significant network dynamics.\(^1\)
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\(^1\)A video showing this part of our demo can be found at https://youtu.be/19xPHnjobkY.